We have constructed a new semiconductor laser device that may be useful in high speed characterization of cell morphology for diagnosis of disease. This laser device has critical advantages over conventional cell fluorescence detection methods since it provides intense, monochromatic, low-divergence light signals that are emitted from lasing modes confined by a cell. Further, the device integrates biological structures with semiconductor materials at the wafer level to reduce device size and simplifr cell preparation. In this paper we discuss operational characteristics ofthe prototype cytometer and present preliminary data for blood cells and dielectric spheres.
INTRODUCTION
High speed analysis of dielectric particles is of interest for cellular diagnostics and environmental sensing. In this paper we discuss a prototype laser cytometer that has the potential to rapidly probe large populations ofcells or dielectric particles. The cytometer is based on a biological microcavity laser technique' that employs a vertical cavity surface-emitting semiconductor to provide gain for light confined by cells. This laser technique has critical advantages over conventional fluorescence detection methods. The microcavity laser provides intense, monochromatic, narrow divergence light signals that are emitted from lasing modes confined by the cell. Once emitted from the microcavity, the light can be resolved into narrow spectral modes, high-contrast/coherent light images, or time-dependent pulses. These spectra, images, and time resolved data are useful for characterizing cell morphology and may be useful in diagnosis of cell abnormalities. We have used the cytometer in two basic configurations: first, as a probe of individual cells by spectral analysis of cell modes; second, as a scanning cytometer for rapidly probing large numbers of cells by pulse height spectroscopy.
A schematic of the instrument is shown in Fig. 1 . A pump laser beam is directed through a pair of x-y scanning mirrors, through a dichroic beam splitter, and through an objective lens to the biocavity laser. The biocavity laser comprises cells or dielectric objects placed between a semiconductor wafer (with gain and mirror layers) and a top dielectric mirror. Light emitted normal to the biocavity mirrors is directed through the beamsplitter and a lens to a detector system, either solid state camera or a spectrometer/diode array detector combination. Thus, images and spectra of the emitted light can be obtained. In an alternate configuration, the output light is collected with a silicon avalanche photodiode to resolve laser pulses generated when the pump beam scans over a cell or sphere in the biocavity. In this configuration, output pulses can be collected by a pulse height analyzer for subsequent study.
We have used the first configuration to study spontaneous spectra ofindividual cells and dielectric spheres. These cells include red and white blood cells, and normal and malignant cells from tissues. We find that these cells have unique spectral signatures that can be used to identifj them and determine their size and shape. Using the spectral separation oftransverse modes, we have developed a method for sizing the cells and spheres. The validity ofthis method is supported by a theoretical model ofthe optical modes ofa loaded Fabry-Perot resonator. The model is able to predict modal frequencies ofdifferently shaped objects loading the resonator.
Using the alternate configuration, we have acquired pulse height spectra of single and multiple cells and spheres under low and high field ofview conditions, respectively. In this case, the biocavity was operated well above the lasing threshold with high output intensity. To interpret these data, we have developed a simple model that relates scanning excitation of a single cell mode to the shape of a single cell pulse height spectrnm. The experimental data are in qualitative agreement with this model which also provides a basis to interpret pulse height distribution of populations of cells.
INTRACAVITY LASER SPECTROSCOPY
Red and white blood cells, platelets, yeast cells and dielectric spheres have been studied by recording intracavity lasing spectra. We find that these cells have unique spectral signatures that can be used to identifj them and determine their size and shape. We have previously discussed the details ofthe biocavity and how it can be operated above threshold to lase on single or multiple transverse modes established by the intracavity cell.' It is also possible to operate the laser below the lasing threshold to examine spontaneous spectra. In this case, all ofthe transverse modes ofthe cell-loaded cavity can be observed simultaneously. Since the spontaneous emission is relatively weak, a dominant longitudinal mode ofthe unloaded cavity is also present in the spectra. This provides a convenient reference line for measuring the wavelength shifts ofthe transverse cell modes. These shifts allow a precise determination ofthe refractive indices ofthe cells relative to the fluid surrounding them. The indices ofthe fluids are easily measured by refractometry. Thus, the absolute value of the cell indices can be accurately determined by this method. Further, the spectral separations of the transverse modes can be used to quantify the cell size.
A spectrum for the cavity loaded with a 6 micron sphere in water is shown in Fig. 2 . Spectra for red and white blood cells in whole blood plasma diluted with saline are shown in Fig. 3 . Also shown in these figures are reference spectra recorded in the bare cavity condition, where fluid is present, but no cell or sphere. The reference spectra differ due to changes in the fluid, cavity length, and wafers used. The spectral changes from the bare cavity to the cell-loaded cavity are evident as additional modal peaks near 850 nm. The number of modes, their spacings, intensity distribution, and red shifts from the bare cavity mode are distinctive for the sphere and each cell type. The average spacings of transverse modes (open points) are plotted against cell diameters in Fig. 4 . These data are well described by simple 2-dimensional mode theory indicated by the solid line labeled B/d2 where B is a constant and d is the cell diameter. This dependence is contrasted with the mode spacings observed for polystyrene spheres, also plotted in Fig. 4 . In those data (solid points), the modes are well described by a three-dimensional mode spacing indicated by the solid line labeled Aid. These data indicate that the spectra are sensitive to 3-dimensional cell/sphere shape as well as size.
INTRACAVITY LASER SCANNING CYTOMETER
In the second configuration ofFig. 1 , the device is operated as an intracavity scanning cytometer to probe many cells placed within a Fabry-Perot cavity defined by a vertical cavity surface-emitting laser wafer and a dielectric mirror. A scanning pump laser excites electron-hole pairs in the quantum wells in the semiconductor to create gain. A cell loaded in the cavity acts as dielectric waveguide to confine light and lower the laser threshold. When the scanning spot passes over the cell, as illustrated in Fig. 5 , an intense pulse oflaser light is emitted from the cavity. Since the cavity lifetime is the order of 10 picoseconds, the light pulse can be very short. Thus, many cells can be probed in a short period oftime with high signal-to-noise light intensity. Using this principle, we have accumulated pulse height spectra of cell and dielectric sphere populations within a few seconds to minutes. Images and pulse height spectra for populations of polystyrene spheres and blood cells are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. These spectra exhibit distinctive peaks that reflect the celL/sphere size and uniformity in the populations.
Raster scan and cell sampling
In this and following sections, the operation of the scanning cytometer is discussed, including the effects ofthe scanning raster, wafer excitation, and light detection methods. The raster scan, illustrated in Fig.   5 , has horizontal and vertical frequencies, f and , respectively. The horizontal speed ofthe laser spot is vfA, where A is the horizontal scan amplitude in the object plane. Likewise the vertical speed is where A is the vertical scan amplitude in the object plane. The vertical separation of same direction scan lines is. s=fA,, /f,. The separation s can be adjusted relative to the cell size D. Ifthe s>>D, the cell is unlikely to be sampled. If s<<D, the cell is sampled many times and the cell structure can be measured. However, few cells can be studied since data collection for a large number ofcells consumes more time. For simpiy counting the cells, a good choice is the Nyquist sampling condition sD where each cell is sampled at least twice.
Laser pulse frequency
A pulsed laser excitation source is useful for pumping the laser cavity. The laser frequency f, and pulse width t influence the horizontal sampling ofthe cell. The horizontal scan length during the laser pulse is Q-v,t, and the spacing between pulses L=v,/f. To ensure satisfaction of the Nyquist condition in horizontal sampling, L=D/2. Combining x and y sampling conditions, we obtain a condition on the laser pulse frequency If the amplitude ratio is set to 5:4 for a standard TV monitor, and a 4kHz resonant scanner is used in 1000:1 frequency ratio, we obtain f= 5 MHZ. Thus, high pulse frequencies are required. In most of the experiments described here f0=4METz.
Scan amplitude and Laser Spot Size
There is a compromise between the scanning field ofview and the spot size. For small angles, the amplitude in the object plane is A=FO where F is the objective focal length and 0 is the angle of the scan subtended by the objective. The laser spot size is ô=F1Vd where ? is the wavelength ofthe laser light and d is the beam diameter. Thus, the field ofview and the spot size scale together. Typical values for the sampling parameters discussed above are summarized in table I. In the simplest analysis, the cross section of an optical mode in the wafer plane is a Bessel function of form Jm(ar)e where a2xjD is the transverse wavevector, x is the zero ofthe Bessel fi.inction, and m is the mode index. The excitation spot is approximately Gaussian of form P(r)=exp(-r) with liii! width at halfmaximum (spot size) z=2/1n2/. The modal excitation and pulse output intensity is proportional to the overlap integral I=2t5exp(-Pr)Jm(ar)rdr. For the fundamental mode m0 this can be evaluated directly as I=2itexp(-a2/43)/2. This can be rewritten as I=(atz2/2)exp(-ax2z2fD2) where a=1/4ln2. The maximum value ofthis function occurs at m0.69D. Thus, the optimum excitation ofthe fundamental mode occurs when the spot size is about 70% ofthe cell diameter. This is in close agreement with experiments where the spot size was adjusted with a prefocus lens to achieve optimal output intensity. Note that the spot size for optimal intensity is close to the line scan separation required for the Nyquist condition.
Output pulse detection
The pulses emitted by the biocavity are detected by a silicon photodiode, either a fast pin structure or an avalanche type having response times ofseveral ns. In the experiments presented here, the excitation laser pulse width was 12 ns. The biocavity response time is '-10 ps so it can easily follow the excitation pulse.
Thus, the biocavity output pulse is 12 ns. The output pulses are passed through a pulse-shaping amplifier with time constant of 1-3 .ts and into a 200 MHZ Wilkinson-type multichannel analyzer with 512 channels.
The conversion time for the analyzer is 2.5 ts per channel, slightly longer than the amplifier time constant.
Thus, the upper limit on the cell detection rate is about 200 Khz. Note that the intrinsic sampling rate of the biocavity is about 2 orders of magnitude higher than the detector and about five orders higher than the electronic converter. Even with faster electronics, the upper limit is the laser pulse frequency, in this case 4
Since the laser frequency is 4 MHZ, the 12 ns output pulses are separated in time by 250 ns. The transit time ofthe laser spot across the cell varies from 0.5 to 5 is, depending on the horizontal velocity and cell size. Thus, anywhere from N=2 to 20 pulses per transit are obtained. The resulting pulse train will be integrated by the amplifier RC time constant, leaving only a single -5 .ts pulse per cell. The intensity of the integrated pulse S will be proportional to the number NDW&f, of excitation pulses during the transit. As a result, the pulse amplitude is proportional to the cell size.
In the pulse height spectra, the position ofthe peaks will be proportional to intensity, and the width ofthe peaks will be proportional to fluctuations in intensity. The fluctuations will depend on pump laser noise (usually less than 5%), mechanical vibrations in the optical hardware, and intracavity effects like cell motion and laser heating. Care must be taken to minimize all of these.
Single Cell Pulse Height Spectroscopy
The pulses can be accumulated in a multichannel analyzer to assess the distribution in pulse heights. The pulse height spectrum will be influenced by the variety of cell sizes and shapes. To understand how this is effected, we first consider the pulse height spectrum from a single cell sampled by a raster scan with horizontal line spacing s much less than the cell diameter. During successive line scans, the intersection of scan line and cell can range from near miss to direct hit. At different times, the line will be offset by R(t) from the cell center, and the pulse amplitude will be I=25oexp(-P(r-R))Jm(ar)rdr. To first order, Fexp(-R2(t)). Thus, successive scans will give a pulse train with a Gaussian envelope. Within this train, the probability of a given pulse height h is P(h)=K$dto(I(t)-h)K/I dJJdtIIh where K is a constant. For Gaussian pulses, P(h) has cusps at h=O and hIm. Experimentally, these cusps will be rounded offbythe finite resolution of the DIA converter. Consequently, the single cell spectrum will appear as a saddle-like function with peaks near h=O and hL.
Experimental data for a sphere and a red blood cell are shown in Figs. 6a and 7a , respectively. The spectrum for the sphere corresponds closely to a saddle-shaped curve with cusp-like features near the minimum and maximum values ofthe pulse heights. This is consistent with the Gaussian shape ofthe pulse train envelope shown by the upper right inset oscilloscope trace in Fig. 6a . In contrast, the spectrum for a red blood cell in Fig. 7a reveals a double-peaked structure at high pulse intensity and a monotonically decreasing tail to lower intensities. The photo inset of7a clarifies these differences: the pulse train envelope is far from Gaussian. In contrast to the Gaussian envelope of 6a, the envelope of 7a is not symmetric, has more structure, and the tails are truncated. This pulse envelope is typical of the red blood cells. The cells are less symmetric than spheres and exhibit more internal structure. All of these differences are reflected in the pulse height spectra shown in Fig. 7a. 
Multicelllsphere Pulse Height Spectroscopy
If many randomly distributed, identical cells are sampled with raster where s'--D, the pulse height spectrum will be identical (aside from a multiplying factor) to the single cell spectrum. This is so because there is no correlation between the scan pattern and the relative position of the cells. All values of the offset R between the scan line and cell center are equally probable. Ifthe cell positions are correlated with the scan pattern, the spectrum will be enhanced or suppressed at certain pulse heights. However, this situation is not likely to occur.
The most common case occurs when the cells are randomly distributed and are not identical. When a population of such cells is examined, the pulse output will vary from cell to cell. These variations are of interest for assessing the characteristics ofthe population. The overall shape, positions and peak modulation are indicative of the variations in the cell population. Here, we expect the pulse height spectrum to be a composite of distinct single cell spectra. The cells will vary in size, shape, and internal structure giving rise to distinctive saddle-like spectra for each different cell type. Larger cells and cells with low internal scattering, will have a cusp/peak at higher pulse heights. Small cells and cells with high lasing thresholds will produce a cusp/peak shifted to lower pulse heights. All ofthe cells will produce a cusp/peak near h=O. Consequently, the composite spectrum will be very strongly peaked near h=O and will have other distinct peaks at higher pulse heights. The number ofthese peaks will depend on the number ofdistinct cell types that dominate the distribution. Ifthere exists a continuous variation in the cell characteristics, we expect the distinct peaks to be smeared over a continuous range ofpulse heights.
Experimental spectra for multicell and multisphere scans are recorded in Figs. 6b and 7b , respectively. These spectra represent pulse heights for about a hundred spheres or cells. The spectrum for the spheres exhibits about seven distinct peaks that have widths comparable to the single sphere spectrum ofFig. 6a. A dominant peak exists near pulse height value of3. Generally, the spectrum falls with increasing pulse height. Contrasting this spectrum, the red blood cell spectrum is nearly an exponentially decreasing function of pulse height with very slight peaks at selected pulse heights. These data indicate a much larger variation ofcell size.
The spectra presented in Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate that distinctive pulse height features for cells and spheres can be obtained simply by scanning a laser spot across the cell or sphere in the biocavity and integrating the output intensity over wavelength and cell transit time. The multicell and multisphere spectra are markedly different from their corresponding single cell or sphere spectra both in overall shape and detailed features. The observed differences in the single and multicell/sphere spectra are consistent with predictions by a simple analysis presented here.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented novel methods for characterizing biological cells and small dielectric particles using semiconductor surface-emitting laser technology. One of the methods uses spontaneous emission of light confined by the cell or particle to define transverse spectral modes. The modal positions and spacing are sensitive to size and refractive index. Another method uses a scanning laser spot to excite lasing modes in the cells or particles to produce pulse height spectra that are sensitive to variations in cell/particle size and internal structure. These data demonstrate the feasibility of intracavity laser spectroscopy and scanning pulse height spectroscopy to assess characteristics ofcells and dielectric particles. Future work should focus on improving time response, incorporating wavelength resolution in the scanning method, calibrating the instruments with standard specimens, and comparing the techniques with other standard methods.
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